
THE PERSIAN WRITING SYSTEM

The Persian alphabet also known as the Perso-Arabic alphabet, is a writing system used for the Persian language
spoken in Iran (Western Persian) and Afghanistan (Dari Persian). The Persian language spoken in Tajikistan (Tajiki
Persian) is written in the Tajik alphabet.

Still more cursive forms are also found, in which an increasing number of letters become indistinguishable. It
has been suggested that this script was invented under Darius I q. The orthography is historical, and
arameograms are common. The Old Persian writing system was completely different from the Modern Persian
used today. The problem is only partially and not always successfully obviated by the use of diacritical marks
or special orthographic conventions. The book Pahlavi script is a cursive script, in which the letters are joined
or not in complex ligatures according to strict rules. Old Persian only kept the cuneiform appearance of its
characters simply out of tradition, and the actual shape of the signs were completely original. Several sounds
that, judging from the history of the language and the way words are spelled in the Elamite, Akkadian, and
Greek traditions, were presumably pronounced are not written, such as h before u e. IRAN vi. In the Book
Pahlavi script, few distinct letters remain, and it is necessary to read words as units, the context being crucial
for determining their correct readings. The Parthian script. In the exordium of his famous trilingual inscription
at Behistan, near Kermanshah, in western Iran, Darius makes the following declaration, in Old Persian,
Elamite, and Akkadian. Modi Memorial Volume. We see considerable difference in ductus in the extant
manuscripts, and it is not unlikely that the script was originally closer to that of the Pahlavi Psalter or other
variants than to later Avestan and Book Pahlavi. The Old Persian cuneiform has a small number of signs, and
the signs contain a relatively small number of strokes. All the languages using this script also use
arameograms heterograms, ideograms, q. The Middle Persian script. This script was not a direct descendent of
the Sumerian and Akkadian systems, because even though the physical appearance of Old Persian signs are
Cuneiform , or in the shape of wedges, the actual shape of the signs do not correspond to signs in older
systems with similar phonetic values. Typical of the scripts derived from Imperial Aramaic is a tendency for
many letters to become identical or almost so. Iran or Persia? The Nestorian Syriac script. The Old Persian
cuneiform script is not ideal for the language. Avestan is written in an alphabetic script created on the basis of
the Middle Persian Pahlavi script see below in order to record the sacred texts precisely the way they were
pronounced at the time see AVESTAN SCRIPT , presumably by select priests whose pronunciation was
considered to be especially reliable. These are the logograms used in Old Persian: And these are numbers in
Old Persian: Also, a slanted vertical wedge is used as the separator between words, as illustrated in the
following example: The example translates as "I, Cyrus the king, an Achaemenid".


